Flu-vaccine concerns: Current information – Oct 30th, 2012
There is much public concern about the recent flu-vaccine recall from Novartis, and
understandably so. Also, many news reports are presenting different information about what
the impact of the recall and what it means.
The recall affects Agriflu® and Fluad®, both of which have been used in Saskatchewan; as such,
the Saskatchewan vaccination program has been temporarily halted. All of Saskatchewan’s
supply is currently from Novartis. The vaccines have NOT been recalled, but distribution and
administration has been halted until analysis is complete.
The following is a summary of Novartis’ official statements regarding the recall, as well as
information put out by local health authorities.
Novartis’ Statements (1,2,3):


Reason for recall:
o One batch of Agriflu® and Fluad®, which was NOT distributed, was found to have
visible protein aggregates
 The protein aggregates have been identified as hemagglutinin and
neuraminidase, which are the proteins found on the outside shell of a flu
virus
o The protein aggregation has not been seen in any other batches of vaccines
produced in the facility



Safety concerns:
o Protein aggregates do not cause any harm
o Protein aggregates naturally occur in vaccines commonly and dissolve when
shaken up
 It is standard vaccination procedure to visually verify the vaccine is free of
particulate matter before administration
 If particulate matter is found in the vaccine which does not dissolve after
shaking, it is not administered
o Of the 2 million doses administered so far, no adverse effects have been
reported
o A doctor visit is NOT necessary



Efficacy concerns:
o Protein aggregates do not affect the efficacy or potency of the vaccine
o Testing has confirmed the potency of the vaccines
o Re-vaccination is not necessary

Health Region’s Statements:


Safety concerns:
o Protein aggregate could be a cause for an allergic reaction (4)
 However, this would be an immediate reaction, so anyone who has
already been vaccinated have no reason to worry
o No other safety issues identified (5)



Efficacy concerns:
o Protein aggregates have been observed in vaccines in the past which have not
caused a loss of efficacy (5)
o However, one expert notes that too much protein aggregation can potentially
reduce the immune response and also increase post-vaccine reactions (sore-arm,
redness at injection site) (6)

Summary
The vaccine has been suspended for use as a precautionary measure. There are no safety
issues identified, and likely no efficacy issues requiring re-vaccination.
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